The main purpose of this paper is to show that for some continuous function/and any preassigned, countable and dense set D of real numbers there exists a measurable function d which takes on every real value in every interval such that the range of / + d is D.
is dense in g(I). Then there exists a homeomorphism h from I onto itself such that for every countable, dense set D C R there exists a function d which takes on every real value in every subinterval of I such that D is the range of (g ° h) + d and (g » h) + d is constant almost everywhere.
It is known that there exist continuous functions g which are not constant on any interval such that A = g(I). See for example [4] . (The properties of the set A for. a Darboux function g are discussed in [2] and [3] .) Let g be such a function. Now define / by / = g ° h where h is the homeomorphism of the Theorem above. Then / is continuous and from this Theorem the range of / + d is D. By the Theorem / + d is constant almost everywhere. Thus d is measurable.
In order to prove the Theorem we shall use the type of construction suggested by Theorem 1 of [1] . But first we need the following.
Lemma. Suppose F C I, and for every interval J C I there exists a perfect set P C F n J. Then there exists a homeomorphism \ from I onto itself such that x(F) is measurable and \x(F)\ = II\.
Proof. The Lemma is trivial if F = /. Suppose that I\F # 0. Let P° be a perfect subset of F. Choose an increasing homeomorphism hx from / onto itself so that \hx(P )| > j|/|. Let {(a¡,b¡)} be a sequence which may be finite, of disjoint open intervals, such that l\({a) U {b} U hx(P0)) = U,(a;,6,). Choose a sequence {./,} of nonoverlapping intervals so that U,^ = U^a,,^,) and (i) I//KÍI4 Now choose for each i a perfect set Pi c hx (I{) n F. Next choose a strictly increasing continuous function h2 from / onto itself such that (2) x E hx(Pj) implies h2(x) = x, (3) H&) = I, and |A2(A1(iJ))| > \\It\.
By (2)x E P° implies hx(x) = h2(hx(x)). Now put P1 = P° U U^.Then P1 is a perfect set, P° C P1 C F, \h2(hx(Pl))\ > J|/| and by (2) , (3) and generally, <
By this inequality the sequence of superpositions {hn(h"_x( • ■ • hx(x) ■ ■ •))} converges uniformly to a continuous function. Denote this limit function by X-All hn are strictly increasing so x is increasing. By (4), (7) x
Hence x is strictly increasing on P"~l and also on the set U™=XP" which is dense in /. Thus x is strictly increasing. By (7) x(Pn-') = h"(hn_x(---hx If B is a subset of H X R we shall denote its x-projection, i.e. the set (x: 3y(x,y) G B) by àomB, and itsj-projection, i.e. the set {y: 3x(x,y) G B) by rngi?. For any t G H we shall denote Bt = {(x,y): x = t,(x,y) G B) and for any j£iwe shall denote i?* = {(x,y): y = s,(x,y) G B). Since T is the union of the graphs of all functions zn -g(h(x)) where zn G D, it follows that rngT = R. We shall say that two points A(x',y') and B(x",y") of T are equivalent, A ~ B, if there exists a finite sequence of points A^x^y^ G T, / = 1, 2, ..., «, such that /4 = Ax, B = An, and for each i we have either xi = xj+x or y¡ -y¡+\. Denote by T/-the family of all equivalence classes for this equivalence relation. It is clear that for each t G H, rngT, contains a translation of D. Then rng Tt is a dense set. It follows from the definition of equivalence that if G is an equivalence class, then G n I) # 0 implies G D Tt. In the same way if G n TJ ¥= 0 then G D Ts. Now we shall prove that all dorn Vs are dense in H. Since g is not constant on any interval then for any open interval I* C I there exist points x' and x" in I* for which g(h(x')) # g(h(x")). Since D is dense there exists an r E Z) such that r -s lies between g(h(x')) and g(/i(jc")). Since g ° h is Darboux there exists an x E I* for which g(/t(x)) = r -s. If x E H then (x,j) E T and therefore x E dornT1 f~l /*.
If x E H then x E X(F)-Thus r -s = g(/u») = g(x"'W) = «, e /I.
The level set g~l(a¡) is a perfect set and h(F) n g_1(«,) = A(r?) D g_1(a,). The set h(F¡) is nowhere dense in g~\a¡). It follows that there exists a point x* E I* n [g-1(«,)\W]-Thus /ei/n/* and a,. = g(h(x*)) = r -s.
Hence (x*,j) E T and x* E domTJ n 7*. This shows that domT* is dense in/i. Suppose A(x',y') ~ 5(jc",.y"). Then /'-/ = "S U-+, -7,) = 2U'+1-^) i=i / where 1 < i' < n and yr+x -yr ¥= 0. This inequality implies x¡> = xr+x. Then y¡'+\ -yr = y¡'+\ -g(h(xr+l)) -U--g(M^O))-So yr+x -y¡> is the difference of two members of D. The set of all such differences is countable. The set of finite sums of these differences is countable too. Each difference .y" -/ is such a sum of this form. Therefore the set of all differences of ordinates of points belonging to an equivalence class G is countable. Thus rngG is countable. Let us enumerate members of rngG as {ym) and all rational subintervals of I as {Jn}. Now enumerate all pairs (ym,J") as {(ym.,Jn)}-Since domT^™1 is dense in H, there exists a point t¡ E J" n domP''"'. Let tx, t2, ..., tk be chosen such that /, E Jn. n domT^"" and t¡ # tj for 1 < i <j < k. Take tk+x E J"k+i n domr-"m**'. Each set domF" We still have to prove that d -(g ° h) maps I onto D. Let G° be the equivalence class containing T°. Then D E rng G°. For each x = tn the point (x,í/(jc)) belongs to T. Thus rf(x) + g(/i(x)) E D. For each * =£ tn we have
